CASE STUDY

INDUSTRIAL

Delivering results is as easy as 1-2-3

Pneumatics

Varying Product Identification for a Robotic Operation on an Existing Production Line
Client - Container Manufacturer Located in the Midwest

OPPORTUNITY
One of EFP’s current customers needed to determine which product they had on their conveyor so that a robotic cell
operation would run the correct program for that specific product.

SOLUTION
EFP’s strong and lasting relationship with this client goes past products to strategic solutions, which has built trust in
our ability to solve their issues or needs without any unnecessary recommendations. With this in mind, we cut to the
chase, identified the problem, and provided a final solution that delivers results.
After reviewing the challenges and considering all viable options, EFP’s technical support team narrowed their
scope to three potential solutions:
1. Use of a barcode system – This option was ultimately rejected due to lack of space on the products to
locate the barcode sticker.
2. Use of a Time-of-Flight Photoelectric Sensor array to determine the height, length, and width of the
product – this was also rejected due to variances in the surface quality and reflectivity of the product from
unit to unit, causing likely failure to detect faults.
3. Use of a mechanical probe actuator with a linear position feedback probe integrated into the actuator
itself – this solution was ultimately accepted for its reliability and cost-effectiveness for this specific
application. The reliability was based on simplicity of an electromechanical device that has a proven 40-year
history in providing repeatable position sensing in a harsh industrial environment.
The solution removed the need for employee involvement, thus eliminating the chance for human error which
can result in potential damage to the robot and loss of product. It also reduced downtime with a quick and simple
implementation of the product by the customer, reducing commissioning time of the new system. And of course,
the project was completed within budget.

RESULT
EFP suggested options for interfacing the actuator/probe through a Smart Valve
Manifold using Ethernet IP protocol to simplify the wiring and interfacing for the
system into one amalgamated system for additional cost savings and ease of
implementation. Bimba’s Position Feedback Cylinder (PFC) was used in this
application, providing a continuous position sensing air cylinder which is tailored
for measuring, gauging, and positioning “on-the-fly” applications.

Feedback Cylinder (PFC)

• EFP’s Technical Solutions expertise and familiarity with all the product solutions made it possible to give
the client choices.
• EFP presented the pros and cons of each solution/product offered such as the cost, complexity, as well as
the strengths and weaknesses of each product in the customer’s application.
• Provided technical interfacing support on the probe and all the CAD drawings of each product at no charge
• Saved the customer the expense of a third party to examine all the possible solutions
• Cost savings allowed the customer to include a Smart Manifold upgrade
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